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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Q-See Launches Broad Selection of Exciting New Wi-Fi Products  
 
Anaheim, California – September, 2017 
 
Q-See Digital Solutions announces its most advanced technology ever with a new array of innovative Wi-
Fi products that deliver superior functionality and imaging capabilities for all of your security needs.  Q-
See’s all-new, powerful 3MP HD Bullet and Dome cameras offer enhanced flexibility allowing you to 
view your property from all angles with extensive precision, providing added protection with stunning 
resolution and clarity.  Q-See Wi-Fi Security Systems are highly adaptable as the range of functionality 
can be easily expanded to include additional new Wi-Fi products, increasing flexible installation options 
while delivering additional security protection. 
 
Among Q-See’s new line of Wi-Fi products, the introduction of the 3MP Wi-Fi Cube Camera signifies a 
new direction for security surveillance.  As the ultimate home companion, your personal “live stream” is 
available to you 24/7, offering features such as: 
 

• Motion alerts 

• Night vision 

• Two-way communication 

• Scheduled monitoring 

• Micro SD Card Storage 

• Q-See Cloud Recording 

Delivering crystal-clear 3MP resolution, highly detailed images alert you to any suspicious activity at 
your home, while two-way talk allows you to communicate with family members from anywhere and 
have live conversations directly from your Q-See Plus mobile app.  Check in with the babysitter, or tell 
the kids to finish their homework – all from the convenience of your mobile device!  The magnetic base 
enables you to position your adaptable Wi-Fi Cube Camera anywhere within range of a wireless router 
and power source.  Record directly to a Micro SD Card to view and save your footage, or subscribe to the 
Q-See Cloud to simultaneously store your mobile alerts so that you never lose a critical moment of 
home surveillance due to camera damage or theft.  You can keep your eye on everything that is valuable 
to you, and with quick installation and easy mounting solutions, Q-See’s 3MP Wi-Fi Cube Camera makes 
life less stressful and more convenient while ensuring that your home is safe and sound.    
 
Q-See’s 3MP Wi-Fi Camera Smart Security System bundle provides extensive security protection, 
flexibility of installation, and a dependable NVR for local storage of your security footage. The two 
included 3MP Bullet Cameras are IP67 weatherproof-rated, and the four-channel NVR can support two 
additional Q-See Wi-Fi devices to suit your surveillance needs. Add the Wi-Fi devices you see fit and 
access all four in real time from one NVR or through the free Q-See QC View app. The 3MP Wi-Fi Camera 
and NVR Bundle is available now, as well as individual 3MP Wi-Fi Dome and Bullet Cameras. 
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Our extensive Q-See Wi-Fi Ecosystem showcases a collection of new and upcoming Wi-Fi devices that 
can be added to existing, compatible QC series systems to create an easily expandable, interconnected 
platform of security protection.  We will be adding even more cutting-edge Wi-Fi devices to our 
collection throughout the upcoming year, including these new, enhanced security products:   
 

• The Wi-Fi Video Doorbell – Offering more enhanced coverage of the entrance of your home, the 
Video Doorbell features two-way talk, allowing you to speak to whomever is at your front door – 
from wherever you are – while PIR heat-based motion detection cuts down on false motion 
notifications so that you receive alerts that matter the most. 
 

• The Wi-Fi Pan Tilt Camera – The camera’s pan-tilt feature enables you to take advantage of 
remote-control access to turn or tilt the camera to get the full picture of what’s going on at your 
property – all in the sharpest 4MP resolution and live from your mobile app. 

 
• The 4K Wi-Fi Cube Camera – Featuring all of the great benefits of the 3MP Wi-Fi Cube Camera, 

the 4K Wi-Fi Cube Camera provides even more detailed video coverage of your home 
environment.  Sharper resolution and crystal-clear images leave nothing to question as the 4K 
camera captures extremely fine details when needed most.  This powerful addition to your 
home also features PIR heat-based motion detection for added security and fewer false alarms.  
 

Watch for these and more Q-See Wi-Fi items set for product release soon! 
 
 
For more information on this new lineup of Wi-Fi enabled security devices, please visit us at www.Q-
See.com. 
 
About Q-See: 
 
Q-See, the forward-thinking surveillance solution for those who value performance and efficiency without 
sacrificing the user experience. Q-See aims to support consumers and business owners by empowering 
them to focus on living their lives, because we believe safety is a right for all. 
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